DIRECTORS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner that is inconsistent with labeling.

CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Take hopper cover, plastic and the metal base to sink for cleaning.
2. Place control switch in “Wash” position.
3. Drain all product into sanitized rinse container, then wash with hot water.
4. Pour one gallon of warm water into hopper. Brush out hopper and metal base.
5. Place control switch in “Sanitize” position and agitate for two minutes. Drain rinse water. Switch to “Off” position.

Distinctive and useful instructions and safety information for PATCO #155, a chlorinated cleaner/sanitizer.

ASSEMBLY, SANITIZING AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Assemble and lubricate all disassembled parts to manufacturer's specifications.
2. Distinctive 2 oz. squeeze Patco #155 into 2 gallons of wash water.
3. Pour 2 gallons of Patco #155 sanitizing solution into hoper. As it enters the cleaning cylinder, brush out hopper and metal base.
4. Place control in “Wash” positions to agitate for five minutes. Drain all sanitizing solution. Switch to “Off” position.
5. Pour specified amount of fresh rinse into hopper.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
- Distinctive water, food, or liquid. Do not store for extended periods of time. Store in cool, dry, well-ventilated area away from heat or open flame.
- Ensure all cleaning cylinder parts and door are clean and dry before storing or disposing of container.
- Do not store with other chemicals or in a manner that may affect the efficacy of the product.
- Dispose of used cleaning solution and container in an environmentally friendly manner.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

Non-flammable and non-combustible. Use as directed. If swallowed, wash with water and soap. If inhaled, hospital emergency care. If in eyes, rinse with water. If on skin, wash with soap and water. If on clothing, remove clothing and wash clothes separately.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Do not use in conjunction with other solvents, oils, or chemicals.

FIRST AID
- Distinctive water to eyes or skin. If swallowed, call a physician or poison control center. If inhaled, move to fresh air. If on skin, wash with water and soap. If on clothing, remove clothing and wash separately.

PATCO #155 REQUIRED FOR USE

2 oz. (1 squeeze to 2 gal. water) - 100 sq. ft. availability on site. Use at room temperature.